Course Review: Widgi Creek Golf Club
Considering how many really good golf courses
there are in Central Oregon, it’s not too surprising
to think that perhaps one or two get a little bit overlooked. We believe that definition fits Widgi Creek
Golf Club, located just outside of Bend on Century
Drive on the way to Mt. Bachelor.
Widgi Creek sits adjacent to the Inn at the Seventh
Mountain Resort, and in fact was called the Inn at
the Seventh Mountain course in its infancy. It spun
off with its own name some years ago. The course is
right in the middle of the Deschutes National Forest,
so if you’re not completely zeroed in on your game
you could spot elk, deer, coyotes, bald eagles, rare
owls and more along the fairways.
Widgi Creek is one of the more walkable Central Oregon upscale courses, but that comes with a caveat:
most people ride this course. That can sometimes
create tension for walkers who, despite playing at
a good pace, are nevertheless holding up carted
groups behind them. We appreciate there are good
health and monetary reasons for walking, but would
encourage you to use common sense and pick your
spots. If you’re playing mid-day on a busy summer
weekend, go with the flow and take a cart.
We teed off with a Golf Week 2013 foursome of
Don and Pete plus frequent playing partners Dave
Cadd and Mitch Nosack. We played the white tees
at Widgi Creek, which measure 5975 yards. The
course features seven tee options, so hitters of
virtually any length can pick a tee box that allows
them to shoot for greens in regulation. There are

no blind tee shots, you always know where you’re
headed, which somewhat lessens one of our course
criticisms: there’s no course map on the scorecard
(or at least there wasn’t when we played). Better
green-to-next-tee signage would greatly help firsttimers as well.
There is water in play on six holes, and Widgi Creek
has its share of bunkers as well. Most of the traps
are greenside, with the occasional fairway bunker
here and there. The greens are very quick and
there’s a lot of undulation, so reading the correct
break is a course priority. The flip side is that putts at
Widgi Creek roll consistently and true, so read ‘em
right and you’ve got a chance.
Two memorable moments from our round. On No.
12, Don was far left, in the trees and scrub. He tried
to hit out, his ball hit a rock and ricocheted right back
and hit him in the chest. As Don gasped for breath,
Pete couldn’t decide whether to call 911 or laugh. He
of course chose the latter. (Scene of the crime photo
on left.) You likely won’t duplicate that experience,
but you can trek back to the black tee box on No. 15
and take in a marvelous view down a steep canyon
to the Deschutes River rapids, at a point where the
swift current is dissected by a lava island.
All in all this is a wonderful course that doesn’t get
the same buzz as other Bend-area courses. Don’t
make the mistake of missing it.

